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Ecolinguistics
is a discipline that arises out of erasure—the perception that 
mainstream linguistics has forgotten, or overlooked, the embedding of 
humans in the larger systems that support life. It analyses discourses
such as consumerism which are destructive in encouraging people to 
consume too much, destroy resources and produce waste. It analyses 
discourses such as those of environmentalism which attempt to deal 
with the ecological destruction but often contain hidden assumptions 
which may reduce their effectiveness. And it seeks alternative ways of 
thinking and talking about the world that are useful in addressing the 
overarching issues that humans face as the ecological systems which 
support life are damaged and become less able to do so.
(Stibbe 2014, 585)

















Why, given the available evidence, active
travel is not promoted enough?

• George Lakoff's The trap of Enlightenment Reason
‘if you just tell people the facts, they will reason to the right conclusion’

but what actually happens is that 
the facts must make sense in the recipients’ systems of frames, 
otherwise they will be rejected and ignored (2010, 72–73).
• Environmental hypocognition

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17524030903529749

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17524030903529749


"pro-car neoliberal automentality" 
(Walks 2015).
• ‘tight ideological symbiosis between the values promoted by 

automobility (individual freedom and autonomy) and the 
rationalities of neoliberalism’.
• ‘pro-car neoliberal automentality’ has been internalised by people as 

part of one’s natural rights, leading them to transform any perceived 
attack on the automobile as an attack on personal and political 
freedom.







van Dijk’s discursive moves

Face-saving and identity building
• Positive self-presentation
• Denial and counter-attack
• Moral blackmail (pretence of censorship)
• Subtle denials 
• Mitigation (concessions)
• Defence and offence (Reversal)



Discursive moves
• Positive self-presentation / Denial and counter-attack

This newspaper has for many years trumpeted the economic, environmental and 

physiological benefits of cycling, particularly in towns and cities. Even the most enthusiastic

advocates of two-wheeled transport, however, cannot be blind to the persistent disrespect

shown by a minority of cyclists to both the highway code and other users. (Leading article, 

The Times, 25 Aug 2017)



Discursive moves
• Positive self-presentation / Moral blackmail 

• Cycling, like Nicola Sturgeon, is a sacrosanct subject that produces furious reactions. 

Last year, when I dared to suggest that not all cyclists were considerate road users, 

that many pedestrians feel threatened by aggressive riders and that the building of 

special lanes for cyclists had brought traffic in London to a standstill, I received a 

torrent of abuse which lasted for months. (Street-Porter, The Independent, 22 Sept 

2017)



Discursive moves
• Counter-attacks 
• The cycling lobby is vociferous, single-minded and determined to shout down anyone who 

can’t see that cycling brings you closer to godliness. (The Independent)

• On occasions, the refusal of a militant minority to respect traffic lights, stop signs and 

pavements results in tragedy. (The Times)

• All this is fine, say the cycling campaigners. Cyclists are safe! Let’s not put barriers in the 

way by making them sit a test! Pfft, if we have a cycling test, we should have a pedestrian 

test, too! (The Scottish Daily Mail)



Discursive moves
• Subtle denials (expressing doubt, distance or non-acceptance of statements or accusation by 

others)

• Mitigation

It is a stark reminder for cyclists that bicycles, even ones as shoddy as mine, can injure 

and kill. Many do recognise this, and take great care when they ride. And it goes without 

saying that cars are far more dangerous than bikes. They are responsible for all but a tiny 

handful of traffic deaths.

That doesn’t mean cyclists don’t have a specific problem, though. (Shariatmadari, 2017)



Discursive moves
Defence and offence (Reversal)
[Alliston’s] refusal to take responsibility is indicative of a culture prevalent 
among certain cyclists in which they imagine the rules of the road do not 
apply to them. (Leading article, The Times, 25 Aug 2017) 
And meanwhile, it’s drivers who get it in the neck. One genius recently 
suggested the introduction of a new part of the driving test ‘where part of 
the theory sees a driver viewing the road from a cyclist’s perspective’. 
Really? How is that going to stop cyclists knocking down pedestrians? 
(Cowing, Scottish Daily Mail, 21 Apr 2018)



Other narratives of conflict
• Sadiq steps up his war on motorists: 18 of London's pedestrian crossings 

will CONSTANTLY display the green man unless traffic is approaching in 
latest anti-car blitz on the capital 

(Mail Online – May 2021)
• Drivers to see red as mayor sets London traffic lights against them

Crossings to be left on green man signal as Sadiq Khan bids to make the 
capital more ‘walkable’ but the move is likely to enrage motorists

(The Telegraph – May 2021)
• A total of 18 signals will be reprogrammed only to allow cars a temporary 

right of way if and when traffic is detected. In a complete reversal in the 
way such crossings normally operate, the motorists will have to wait now 
for pedestrians to be told to let them pass. (The Telegraph – May 2021)
• Steve McNamara, the general secretary of the Licensed Taxi Drivers’ 

Association, insisted that London was not a “theme park” where motorists 
were on “Sunday outings”. “London is a working city which needs to move 
around. All the traffic is working traffic. If you restrict the life blood of a city 
you get a coronary,” he said.

complete reversal
normally



the ideologies of growthism, sexism and classism are contained in the grammar 
of our languages and that the unlimitedness of our resources and the special 
position of humans are also structurally inherent in the language system.
(1) in our SAE [Standard Average European] languages natural resources are 
shown to be unlimited with the use of uncountable nouns or 'mass nouns' 
suggesting inexhaustibility (oil, energy, water, air etc.)
(2) in pairs of contrasts like big and small the 'growth word' is always the 
neutral term. It is always: how fast is the car (not how slow), how high is the 
building (not how low), how big is her income (not how small) etc.
(3) our languages are reluctant to admit non-human agents: 'what's that forest 
doing?' would be judged unacceptable by most speakers 
(4) the special position of the human species is expressed through the 
pronominal system (he/she as special pronouns for humans, it for all non-
human beings) and through the exclusion of many collocations (think, know, 
believe, amiable, sympathetic etc.) for animals and plants.

Growthism (Halliday 2001)



EU Cycling Strategy: Recommendations for 
Delivering Green Growth (ECF 2017)
• Another economic benefit of cycling comes with the physical and 

mental health benefits of regular commuting by bike to work, namely 
diminished work absenteeism, hence providing significant benefits for 
businesses and employers. (13)
• A healthy lifestyle is urgently needed in view of the huge costs of a 

lack of physical activity to Europe’s health care systems. (31)
• In addition to these economic benefits cycling also produces 

numerous positive externalities, for instance a fairer, more liveable
and healthy society. (127)



Three key themes are at the heart of the strategy.
1. Healthy Streets and healthy people
Creating streets and street networks that encourage walking, 
cycling and public transport use will reduce car dependency 
and the health problems it creates.
2. A good public transport experience
Public transport is the most efficient way for people to travel 
over distances that are too long to walk or cycle, and a shift 
from private car to public transport could dramatically reduce 
the number of vehicles on London’s streets.
3. New homes and jobs
More people than ever want to live and work in London. 
Planning the city around walking, cycling and public transport 
use will unlock growth in new areas and ensure that London 
grows in a way that benefits everyone.

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/our-vision-
transport/mayors-transport-strategy-2018?intcmp=46686

London Mayor's Transport Strategy

Objective modality (Fairclough 1992, 159)

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/our-vision-transport/mayors-transport-strategy-2018?intcmp=46686


Reinforcing neoliberal automentality

• Trying to convince people by using the ‘language they speak’ and 
employing the arguments ‘they will listen to’ appears reasonable. 
• but from a discursive perspective it reinforces the dominant 

ideology.

• If we assume that 
• neoliberalism is in contrast climate change mitigation 
• the neoliberal mentality is deeply intertwined with automobility

• then arguing in favour of increases in everyday cycling, using the 
‘language of money’ is a self-harming strategy



Classism and language

It is acceptable to show up sexism - as it is to show up racism - because 
to eliminate sexual and racial bias would pose no threat to the existing 
social order: capitalist society could thrive perfectly well without sex 
discrimination and without race discrimination. But it is not acceptable 
to show up classism, especially by objective linguistic analysis […]; 
because capitalist society could not exist without discrimination 
between classes. Such work could, ultimately, threaten the existing 
order of society.

Halliday, M. A. K. (2001). New Ways of Meaning: The Challenge to Applied
Linguistics.





FIAT Balilla 1932



London in 2030 (LCC, 2020)

• Amidst the rush of a spring morning, someone takes a seat under the 
shade of a tree, coffee and pastry in hand, and watches the world go 
by. A few years ago, the view was mostly parked cars, but it’s people 
that draw the attention now, especially people on the move. [. . .] 
There are other sights to take in: the trees, the flowers and the little 
green spaces where people sit and play; the electric van driver 
trolleying his load to the greengrocer’s before the morning delivery 
window closes; [. . .] Despite the busyness, the atmosphere is 
energising, not enervating. It feels good. It looks good. It sounds 
good. It even smells and tastes good, and that’s not just the coffee. 
It’s because it’s clean and there’s nothing to choke on—unless a bit of 
pastry goes down the wrong way. (LCC 2020b, 18)



https://cop26cycling.com/#letter

• Bicycle use produces zero emissions and cycling delivers far-reaching 
positive socioeconomic impacts in addition to reduced pollution.
• Cycling represents one of humanity’s greatest hopes for a shift 

towards a zero-carbon future.
• Our world is on fire. We must urgently leverage the solutions that 

cycling offers by radically scaling up its use.
• There is no conceivable way for governments to reduce CO₂ 

emissions quickly enough to avoid the worst of the climate 
crisis without significantly more cycling. Cycling is one of the best 
solutions we already have to ensure our planet is habitable for all 
generations to come.

https://cop26cycling.com/
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